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Th e Mag ic Manual

I

t is a game . You are a player. Like any game,
sometimes you “win,” and sometimes you “lose.” However, it is only a game. There are rules to the game. If
you choose to violate the rules, you pay ﬁnes. The rules
are not your human-made rules. We refer to the cosmic
or universal rules. The point that we are making is that it
is a game. As we see it, it is a grand game, indeed. Those
of you who have played the game many times and accumulated experience naturally will be more adept and savvy in some ways.
We are the observers of the game. We are the audience, you might say. You are the players. We are your
admirers, fans, and supporters. We wish all of you to
win. The interesting thing about the game you are playing is that there is only one group. And each player is
playing against himself. The game is played by the individual within. The winner is declared when enough of
you players win against yourselves. We see you as a point
of light. When one is winning, she or he is transmitting
more light. The brighter the light, the better the individual is doing. The dimmer the light, the more diﬃcult is
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the inner struggle. There is no light when the individual
stops playing and gives up the game.
With every game arrives a manual of sorts. The original manuals have been tampered with; so you, at this
time, must ﬁnd the original manual stored within your
cells. To access this manual, all you need to do is ask for
it with pure intention, and it will be given to you.
We want to let you know that this manual is somewhat diﬀerent than those you get with your technology.
When you get a gadget, you usually have to open the box,
read the manual, and start operating the device. This set
of instructions is diﬀerent. As you walk in your daily
life, you carry this manual within your cells, inside your
body. In essence, it is you who walks hand-in-hand with
the manual. As you approach an intersection, deciding
whether to turn left or right, the manual will open to you
and will instruct you to the right direction. You do not
need to know in advance which direction you will need
to turn. Moreover, even if you want to be more diligent
and read the manual overnight to prepare for the next
day, the manual will not be available. It will be blank. It
is a “tricky” manual in a sense that it is diﬀerent than the
one you used in the past. This one has no predetermined
way of doing things. It has a built-in GPS system that
tracks you at any given moment. It knows where you are
and what is it that you are doing. The set of instructions
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are continuously being updated. It is indeed a magical
manual.
That does not sound right, you may say. How can we
plan? We need to know how to prepare for what is to come.
We love you so, and that is why we are here to tell you
that the format of the manual has changed. You have
changed it. Your reality has changed, time as you know it
has changed, and your magnetic ﬁelds are changing. The
former set of instructions is no longer correct or up-todate. If you try to follow it, you may get lost. Your new
compass and GPS system work with your biology. Each
and every one of you is enabled to use this new manual.
You do need to learn how to use it, however. Like any
new skill, using this manual requires some adapting, and
you may make some mistakes. The ﬁrst step in learning
this new manual is to acknowledge it, and the second step
is to set an intention to learn how to use it. The third
step is to follow what it tells you and not to doubt it. It
is simple. It is 1, 2, 3, and oﬀ you go. However, like an
infant who learns to walk, you may tell the infant that it
is simple, that all she needs to do is put one leg in front of
the other, a two-step, or even one-step learning process,
but we all know that walking sounds simpler than it is.
She must use the skill of balance, perseverance, trial and
error, scaﬀolding, and the wall.
There are some of us who wish to read you the instructions
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as you walk and act. We wish to hold your hands, and we do.
But it is you who must want to learn the new skills. It is you
who needs to ask for our guidance. There is a universal law
on this planet: free choice. Your choice is honored without
judgment. If you wish to use the manual, you will ﬁnd that
your life becomes easier, more joyous, and more balanced.

How do we know that what we are getting is the truth?
Maybe we tell ourselves that we need to turn right because
we want it? Maybe the instructions will come from us and
not from the manual? How do we know? It is your intention
that will set you down the correct path. If your intention is
to fool yourself, you will indeed do that. You are a master
in disguise. You can pretend to be a human, a victim, or the
one who is led by circumstances. It is funny to us that as

kings and queens you always like to play dress up as subjects and beggars. It is indeed your choice, and we honor
you for whatever choices you may select. We are here to
show you that you are the master of your own destiny,
and by using the manual inside of you, you are enabled to
never go on the wrong path.
Why is it that so many of us do go on the wrong path?
How come no one heard of this “magic manual”?, you may
ask. If you listen to the news, it will tell you of those who
are not guided by this “magic manual.” We are here to tell
you that many of you do follow it. You do not hear about
them on TV, radio, and your newspapers as much as you
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hear about the others. Still, there are many around you,
and many more are joining them daily. How do we know
that this is correct?, you ask. How does a child know that
he or she can walk? They do not, but they feel that they
can. It is built in them, and they do not fear the trying.
Be like an infant, and learn to walk. Remind yourself
that it is built inside of you, and soon this memory will
surface. You will no longer need a set of instructions to
know right from wrong. You will become a sacred set of
instructions yourself. It is then that the memory of your
enablement will come back to you, and you will wonder
how you managed before.
Everything that we speak of, you already know. You
know deep inside that you are the kings and queens; more
so, you know that you are the creators of your own destiny. You also know that you are angels, walking in plain
clothes, pretending to be humans. We are here to hug
you and to remind you of your divinity, of your power
and of your inner beauty. We want to hold you all the
time and to just tell you that you are loved. We see you
in your struggles, we see you in your pain, and we see you
all the time as we are with you all the time. When you
call for us, we are already there. We never leave you, not
even for a moment. So next time instead of calling us,
just give yourself a hug and then congratulate yourself
for knowing that you are loved for who you are. When
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you do that, you will feel us joining the hug as well. You
will feel our warmth, our scent, and maybe even a faint
melody. It is us, and we are here with you.
You are our brothers and sisters. We have been with
you forever, and we will always be with you. For us, a lifetime is a second, and a second is a lifetime. Time is your
game. Our game is love. And so we say goodbye, but we
actually never leave. And so be it.
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